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Release to Australian Stock Exchange

Victorian Freeway Speed Photo Enforcement Contract
9 September 2005. The directors are pleased to announce that Redflex Traffic Systems Pty Ltd, a wholly
owned company of the Redflex group, has been awarded a contract by the State Government of Victoria for
the provision of Redflex Fixed Speed Safety Cameras on the Princes Freeway between the cities of
Melbourne and Geelong.
Delivered to world-leading requirements, the system uses the next generation of Redflex high performance
camera systems in both forward and away configurations. There are 8 camera sites located along the length
of the freeway, covering 28 lanes of enforcement. The Redflex high performance Infra-Red flash system
provides full illumination for the camera systems. This flash has proven to be very successful in large scale
configurations in the United States.
Bruce Higgins, Chief Executive of Redflex Traffic Systems said, “This is an important win for Redflex and
continues the company’s impressive track record of successful projects in Australia. We are pleased to be
working with the State of Victoria on this important safety program”.
The total contract price is over A$5 Million. This win continues the Redflex leadership in the core market of
Fixed Speed Safety Camera Systems.
Redflex Traffic Systems leads the digital enforcement market in Australia with over 150 systems installed.
Redflex has contracts with 80 cities world-wide in eleven countries and is the largest provider of digital red
light photo enforcement services in the USA. With contracts in 64 cities and towns across thirteen states,
Redflex has led the market in installed systems, installation rate, and market share over the past 12 months.
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